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No easy way to combine computational
design and human intuition/knowledge 

Can we build a tool that would 
give us instant feedback?



foldit is an interactive visual interface to Rosetta

Can it be a design tool as well?



Rosetta score (score13_env_hb)

Perform fragment insertion on 
selected segment

Minimize backbone and 
sidechains for selection

Minimize sidechains for selection
Repack selection



Detailed score information 
about residue



Detailed score information 
about ligand



Color flagging of problematic H-
bonds with detailed reporting

Optional display of rosetta holes

Display of constraint specified 
interactions



Mutation:
Manual, automatic, and 

bounded automatic 
(blueprint style)



Who worked on standalone foldit? 
David Kim

Seth 
Cooper

Adrien Treuille Jeehyung Lee

…and the 
rest of the 
foldit team



Example: 
Evaluating and refining

an enzyme design

Input files: 

Protein structure from Rosetta
Constraint file
Ligand conformation files
Ligand params file



Minimize and repack



Mutate and Minimize



Loop Remodel



Lua Scripting: Revert Design to Native



Lua Functions





Multiple sequence alignment and threading



Conceived of by…

James Thompson

Implemented by…

…and the 
rest of the 
foldit team



How to get it

- foldit standalone (for mac and pc)
https://www.rosettacommons.org/internal/standalone-foldit-rosettacommons-users-only/

- Example files and scripts (and info from 
this slide) are in ‘FolditStandalone’ 
protocol capture

- foldit standalone forks in svn
(build for OS X with Xcode)
https://svn.rosettacommons.org/trac/browser/branches/mini-interactive

https://svn.rosettacommons.org/trac/browser/branches/mini-interactive/mini/src/interactive/application/standalone



Thank you!

- Everyone who made foldit what it is

- Standalone foldit people: Seth, David Kim, 
Jee, Adrien

- Presentation help: Justin Siegel, Austin Day, 
Baker Lab

- Script help: Rocco Moretti
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